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OUTLINE

➤Analysis with 2015+2016 dataset 

➤Status of 2015-17 data analysis 

2 lepton same sign 0τ final state (2lSS) MVA performance 

➤Conclusion
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Top quark Yukawa coupling λt = √2 mt/v ≈ 1:  

2 complementary measurements of λt:  

➤ Indirect constraints: ggF, H→𝛾𝛾 decay 

Contributions enter from top quark loops by λt2. 

Run1 ATLAS+CMS combination measured 

𝜅t = λt/λtSM = 0.87±0.15 

➤ ttH production, best direct way to measure top quark Yukawa 
coupling: 

Tree-level process, cross-section proportional to λt2. 

Run 1 ATLAS+CMS result on signal strength:  

µttH = 𝜎ttH/𝜎ttHSM = 2.3+0.7−0.6, 
Obs. (exp.) significance of 4.4σ (2.0σ)

INTRODUCTION
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TTH MULTI LEPTON ANALYSIS
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➤ Use 36.1 fb-1 of p-p collision data from ATLAS experiment 
in 2015-2016.  

➤ Analysis targeting at ttH, H→WW, ττ, ZZ with ≥ 2 (1 
light) lepton in their final state. 

➤ 7 Channels orthogonal in light leptons (ℓ=e, µ) and 
hadronic tau (τhad) multiplicity. 

High lepton multiplicity requirement reduces background. 

Jet requirements: Njet ⩾ 2, Nb-tag ⩾ 1: 

2lSS, 2lSS+1𝜏had : Njet ⩾ 4 

2lOS+1𝜏had, 1l+2𝜏had : Njet ⩾ 3 

➤ ML+ 0τ:   primary sensitive to H→WW. 

➤ ML+ ⩾1τ: primary sensitive to H→ττ.

Analysis organized channels:

Higgs decay modes:



BACKGROUNDS
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Signal region background compositions: 

➤ Irreducible backgrounds: ttW, ttZ, VV 

Estimated from MC 

Validated in 3ℓ CRs 

➤ Reducible backgrounds:  

estimated from data-driven 

Non-prompt light leptons: from b-hadron 
decays (ttbar) and photon conversions 

Electron charge mis-identification (q mis-
id): from 2ℓOS ttbar events 

Fake τhad: from light flavour jets and mis-
identified electrons

➤ Backgrounds are reduced with cut-and-count and 
boosted decision trees (BDTs) using lepton isolation 
and track variables. 

➤ Cut-and-count cross checks for 3 most powerful 
channels (2ℓSS , 3ℓ and 2ℓSS+1τhad) compatible.



FIT RESULTS
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➤ Binned maximum-likelihood fit is performed in 8 SRs + 4 CRs simultaneously (32 bins). 
➤ Best-fit signal strength µttH = 1.6 +0.5−0.4, obs. (exp.) significance: 4.1σ (2.8σ). 
➤ Cross-section σttH = 790+230−210 fb (expected: 507+35−50 fb). 
➤ A combination of all channels leading to evidence of ttH productions. (Phys. Rev. D. 97 (2018) 072003)

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.97.072003


UNCERTAINTIES
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➤ Systematics model with 315 nuisance parameters. 
➤ Systematic uncertainties with largest impact on errors on µttH are: 

ttH cross section uncertainty → theory. 
Jet energy scale and resolution. 
Non-prompt light lepton estimates → large contribution of CR statistics. 

➤ Largest pull: 3l Non-prompt estimate closure uncertainty → deficit in 3l ttbar CR. 
➤ All uncertainties well controlled.



TTH MULTILEPTON STRATEGY
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➤ Use 80 fb-1 of p-p collision data from ATLAS 
experiment in 2015-2017 

➤ 7 orthogonal signal regions (1 new, 1 moved to 
CR) 

➤ New trigger strategy in 2lSS (Di-Lepton Trigger 
Only) 

Response from closure test 

Negligible effects on fit results 

➤ New tight lepton definition: 

newly optimized work point on: 

Non-prompt lepton MVA 

Charge Mis-Id Killer  

better ttbar rejection 

➤ Better TauID performance and modeling

Analysis organized channels:

New tight lepton definition:



2×1D event MVA: 

➤ Trained versus 2 main backgrounds 

ttH vs ttV (ttZ+ttW) 

ttH vs ttbar (data-driven: non-prompt lepton bkg+electron charge flip bkg) 

Neglecting all other smaller backgrounds such as dibosons 

➤ 9 Input Variables:  

Max|𝜂|, Ptl1
, Ml0l1, 𝛥Rl0j, 𝛥Rl1j, ETmiss, Njets,, Nb-jets, lep_flavour 

➤ BDT Algorithm:  

Gradient boosting algorithm (BDTG) 

Final BDT Discriminant:  

BDTG = (BDTG ttbar+BDTG ttV)/2 

Using 6 bins with auto-binning (flat signal)

MVA 2LSS-0TAU
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Pre-MVA selection

ttZ+ttW

ttbar



DATA/MC AGREEMENT IN 2LSS VALIDATION REGION

!10The validation region is defined by reversing the Njets requirement. ( 2 ≤ Njets ≤ 3)



ROC.

MVA TRAINING 
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ttH vs ttbar

ttH vs ttV

ttH ttbar ttV



MODELING CHECKING IN SR
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➤ These results are still very preliminary, in particular with not final fake estimates and systematic 
uncertainties! 

➤ MVA training is stable and no overtraining observed. 

➤ Only one large correlation observed (between Ptl1 
and Ml0l1). 

➤ Data/MC are in good agreements on the distribution of most MVA input variables.

Blinding threshold: S/B > 15%



CONCLUSION

➤Evidence of ttH production with 36 fb-1 13 Tev 2015-2016 data. 

Paper published (Phys. Rev. D. 97 (2018) 072003) 

➤Currently studying 80 fb-1 of 2015-2017 data 

➤Expecting discovery of ttH production at 13TeV with Run2 data
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https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.97.072003


2e event with 3 b-tagged & 6 non-b-tagged jets (ATLAS-CONF-2016-058)

Thank you for your attention!
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https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2016-058/


BACK UP
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SIGNAL AND BKG YIELDS, PRE/POST-FIT
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EPS RESULTS
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CUTFLOW FOR 2L2𝜏 CHANNEL
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/727984/contributions/2997879/attachments/1646281/2631240/PLV_Fakes_080518.pdf

https://indico.cern.ch/event/727984/contributions/2997879/attachments/1646281/2631240/PLV_Fakes_080518.pdf


PROMPT LEPTON MVA
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A lepton MVA has been developed to better 
reject non-prompt leptons than standard cut 
based selections based upon impact 
parameter, isolation and PID. 

Prompt lepton veto (PLV) is a successor of 
PLI and uses more advanced bTagging 
algorithms as input

PLI:

PLV:


